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-

THE GREAT TAKING [DOCUMENTARY] - DAVID WEBB EXPOSES THE GREATEST CRIME EVER CONTEMPLATED

-

Posted December 17th, 2023

David Rogers Webb / CHDtv

-

David Webb exposes the system Central Bankers have in place to take everything from everyone.

-

Former hedge fund manager David Webb takes the audience step by step through his forensic investigation into the legal, financial

and regulatory changes that have set up “the greatest crime ever contemplated … the planned confiscation of everyone’s global

securities assets.”

-

Webb, author of a book by the same title, exposes the “scheme by central bankers to subjugate humanity by taking all securities,

bank deposits and property financed with debt.”

-

“Legal certainty has been established that the collateral can be taken immediately and without judicial review, by entities described in

court documents as ‘the protected class,’” Webb says in the film. “Even sophisticated professional investors, who were assured that

their securities are ‘segregated,’ will not be protected.”

-

President and CEO Mary Holland, Webb said he has been studying global financial systems and warning of a coming “Great Taking”

financial collapse for more than 20 years. His decades of hedge fund experience gave him insight into money flows and systemic risks

that he believes foreshadow an orchestrated crash.

-

Webb spent years researching historical precedents like Great Depression-era bank closures and gold confiscation to help him

understand the “playbook used by powerful banking interests during times of financial turmoil.”

-

He first noticed that money velocity rates showed how excessive money creation drives unstable economic bubbles. The mainstream

news coverage during the 1990s Asian financial crisis aftermath did not fully explain the odd market movements he was seeing.

-

Digging deeper, Webb realized “the scale of the money creation during this period was very high.” He found Federal Reserve Board

activity generating over 1% of gross domestic product worth of new money in one week — “an order magnitude bigger” than annual

growth rates, he said.

-

The massive liquidity influx was not going into the real economy, Webb said, but into “destructive things … wars… various operations

that are about control.”

-

Webb compared the state of the economy just before World War I to today’s hyper-financialized economy, saying both are about

“looting” in the late phase of economic bubbles, just prior to a crash.

-

Webb also witnessed a decade-long campaign to change commercial banking statutes and ownership definitions, state by state, that

set the stage for revoking investor property rights during defaults.

-

“The underpinning of the entire securities infrastructure in the U.S. is the Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation, and this is the

entity that was first formed to dematerialize all securities in the U.S.,” Webb said.

-

Webb told Holland a career CIA operative with “absolutely no background and banking or finance” was involved in this project and

was later made the superintendent of banks in New York state by Nelson Rockefeller.

-

“It’s very clear that this was a CIA project,” he said.

-
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W_B 2 weeks ago

The music is too annoyingly repetitive, too loud, and too distracting from the voice we need to concentrate on understanding.

22 likes Reply

DUMeini 3 days ago

The music gave me severe headache, and though what this gentleman says is fascinating, i had to stop the video. Loud, repetitive,
unnecessary. My head was going to blow up... too bad

11 likes Reply

DRich61 3 days ago

TURN OFF THE MUSIC!

11 likes Reply

MedWriter 3 days ago

Informative vid, but would be more effective without the distracting, tension-inducing "background music"
Pls delete it.

11 likes Reply

Brian1871 2 weeks ago

And nothing has changed, THEY have actually ramped up money printing again as they will do in the future as in the past. A scene
in Obamas new movie "Leave The World Behind" went like this. A man needed meds for his son, a prepper had that med, after
almost a fire fight they struck a deal using "old fashioned barter system", that system was cash. And the Prepper said, "guess we
would have to establish a barter system and it may as well be cash". Cash that is being stolen by those who have stolen control.
Obama would seed the idea that we need to use cash paper in the future which would make the cash they stole still worth
something, which would lead me to believe we may need to find another way of trade? Just something I was thinking about.

7 likes Reply

SouthernStyle1 3 days ago

If you find the music distracting, you can watch it, with subtitles, here:
https://youtu.be/dk3AVceraTI?si=bQ29xMsiI2CoE33y

7 likes Reply

mannotf 3 days ago

Satan is behind all of this. To say this is 'unconscious' is an attempt to deny the obvious. This could not possibly be 'unconscious'.
Satan's ultimate goal is to destroy all of humanity. Denying his existence, doesn't help us. We need to amend our lives and pray.
Ultimately, this world is only a temporary home for any of us. Since eternity is going to last a whole lot longer, a person would be
well advised to focus on how to be prepared for one's life AFTER this one comes to an end.

6 likes Reply

fdempster 3 days ago

I too, always hate the music ... I have tinnitus and thus need to pause videos like this quite often. That said, my researcher mentality
(OCD?) kicked in and I downloaded the PDF and dug in.

Now - to the content, I was floored. While I was familiar with UCC changes, I lost track once my M&A / Integrations days ended. The
other learning ... wow. This is important - - Share, share, share!! We as a group will win.

5 likes Reply

towerchick 2 weeks ago

I see what he is doing at the end here--not trying to "offend" "these" people. "They are not particularly capable people"...no, but
they are evil. Evil people are more capable than one thinks. He doesn't want to be suicided so he is taking this angle that not
everyone involved can be complicent.

4 likes Reply

AlouiciousJ 3 days ago

Every one of these 'people' is a Berg or a Stein. Just coincidence though, of course.

3 likes Reply

Vidah 3 days ago

I can't stand that irritating background music. It is not needed, it adds nothing to the video.

3 likes Reply

PPTRUTH 3 days ago

too bad , the music is loud enough to turn people off from this presentation! Please, prepare same video WITH NO music at all, if
you really want people to be informed ! Thank you!

3 likes Reply

Garehead 3 days ago

Whoever did the sound mix on this has no clue what they’re doing. Can’t watch it, have to read the book.

3 likes Reply

fruitveggiegirl 3 days ago

I tried the link to watch without the music. It still has the music. Is there another option?

2 likes Reply

Garehead 3 days ago

I'm a composer in the film business and it sounds like the composer mixed this, trying to bring the music to the forefront, so he/she
can get recognized. Unfortunately the music isn't great (in my opinion) and it becomes really annoying. Aside from that , this is
great info and we all need to become aware of how to protect our money.

2 likes Reply

Nowplease 3 days ago

It's complicated, but with the sense of what's been going on since 9/11, particularly, and triggered by the effect of growing up in the
shadow of a coup that assassinated a sitting president, paying attention, this seems to dovetail and points to completion of non-
political actual facts about what constitutes control of The System. the human system.

Public utility is perfect for banking. I wish I could send one to everyone in my neighborhood.

1 like Reply

AAAAANDRE 3 days ago

Mercola has an article breaking it down in "English" ;-)
Hurry, it disapears in a day or two...
https://www.mercola.com/

1 like Reply

anonjerry 2 days ago

I'm having a hellofa hard time to follow due to the very irritating "music."

1 like Reply

MAGAVanMan 2 days ago

I coicked on a video about the great reset and got your boring life story instead

1 like Reply

OrganicButterfly 2 days ago

What music? I was busy listening to what David Webb has to say about the criminal cartel called the Banksters. Financials don't
even make sense anymore. Valuations??? The Banksters are trying to run the market up, so you stay in, and they BAIL by selling
(earning big $$$'s), then suddenly...you are broke. Are you ready???

1 like Reply

MAGAVanMan 22 hours ago

I don't think they're going to pull it off. Economies and currencies erupt naturally. People will buy food directly from farmers with
crypto, precious metals, or spontaneous currencies like weed, booze, cigs. These banksters apparently haven't studied the history
of countries that attempted this. People adapt, develop black markets, and in the information age the underground economy will
spread at lightning pace. We may even find we don't need them at all anymore and military personnel will be more loyal to their
freinds/family than their corrupt CO's. Look at what happened with the covid lockdowns, jab passports, coerced jabs etc. People
fought back culminating in the Canadian trucker protest that scared them back under their rocks. They're stupid enough to try it
again with climate lockdowns, but we're ready now.

1 like Reply

Ripper6720 2 weeks ago

Well now, this situation will be interesting to see how it gets resolved.

0 likes Reply

jabonin1 3 days ago

The music is ruining the audio to the extent I could not understand what he is saying. Sounds very interesting though. I searched
for his book on Amazon. It is not there in English. Only Italian. Guess it is being suppressed!

0 likes Reply

Candaceoz 3 days ago

Thank you for your input to inform us....
You are appreciated.
Peace & Respect for your courage and truths.

0 likes Reply

WatchWomanOntheWall2015 3 days ago

So the One World Bank is already up and in operation.

0 likes Reply

TruthNut 3 days ago

Thanks to David Rogers Webb for this excellent information!

0 likes Reply

OneKerri 2 days ago

Most involved in these schemes are being blackmailed. If not them personally, a family member.

0 likes Reply

Myandra 2 days ago

The culprits are guilty of crimes against humanity and must be treated as the plague they are.

0 likes Reply

hgarner2000 2 days ago

Personally, I don't mind the music. It rather reminds me of the theme music for Cersei Lanister in Game of Thrones, which is very
apropriate considering the nature of the content.

0 likes Reply

ritatheviolinist 2 days ago

Please get rid of the background music.

0 likes Reply

Handeeone 1 day ago

Thank You for getting the Truth out, I have know this for many years for I had parents who educated me in USA's Corp Banksters
history & the Bible...Mathew: Jesus threw the Babylon, SON'S of Satan...MONEY CHANGERS from the Temple 2X, called them EVIL
& DESPISED them 4 days later they Crucified HIM....It's better than NOTHING AT ALL...God Bless You Mr. Webb & take care
Most of all Thank You for making it FREE for those of us who have had most everything taken from us by them...At least we can
prepare with what little is left.......It's better than NOTHING AT ALL...God Bless You Mr. Webb & take care.

0 likes Reply

Eyehathnotseen 1 day ago

Not one mention of the mark of the beast and the tyranny that will not allow buying and selling. No mention of the synagogue of
satan , the small hats that love money and run the banking system. The apocalypse is upon us, everybody feels it but try to ignore
it.

Revelation 13:16 And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in
their foreheads:

17 And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name.

18 Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is
Six hundred threescore and six.

Revelation 2:9 I know thy works, and tribulation, and poverty, (but thou art rich) and I know the blasphemy of them which say they
are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue of Satan.

Jesus is the only answer, turn to him for the saving of your eternal soul,
Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be saved Act 16:31

0 likes Reply

smurf8888 1 day ago

we are in REVELATIONS in the bible

the bible is a FLAT EARTH book

the bible is a BLACK people book

0 likes Reply

Gladya1 3 hours ago

God Bless You Mr Webb for sharing the truth. Though the contents was a little above my head it was not complicated enough to
see the bankers have ruined many people’s lives.Their faith has been sealed. Crimes against humanity.
God Bless America 

🇺🇸

 Greatest time to be alive!
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